
CED Video Meeting 21.12.2021 

- Welcoming new CED members, 

SMT: welcomes everybody and especially the new members 

- Olympic qualification system - Paris 2024, 

System was approved at the GA but no decision on the qualifiers for Group C 

AS: CED teams won´t go to Russia, UKR and BLR are more or less in war and  it would be also much 

easier for the riders also 

TB: Irina also doesn´t think Moscow is a good idea – CED will have to talk to her to get support for 

another venue and also send a letter signed by Group C countries to Bettina asking for a venue in the 

western part of Group C countries 

AS: 20 NF´s are against it- Poland already put a bid in  

Alan has a meeting with his countries and will contact AS afterwards to make this going  

- World Cup Qualifiers - Central European League 

Mail was sent to stakeholders but no answer so far, will be sent again by Alice 

- What is the matter of returning to the top hat in the Grand Prix? 

we have to put it in for the Rules Revision next year and stay tune and put it in again and again with 

support of as many countries as possible, every year again also for the choice between GP and SGP 

for World Cup Oc´s 

Ridersclub also supports these two changes 

- 5 Arenas Cup 2022, 

DK: Sponsorship is on a good way, tries to work on better promotion with EURO Dressage 

- Donau Bohemia Trophy 2022, 

IV will finalize a simple schedule with the Organizers – same for all qualifiers, GP also included  

All new members are also welcome 

- CED Young Horses Championship 2022, 

Thomas will finalize this after Christmas, venue will be Budapest  Pilisjászfalu 

- Cooperation between CED and EEF, 

EEF has no money because the FEI gets everything, Carina is on her own with all the work 

FEI has no interest to have a strong EEF – we don´t need any money from the EEF but their support  

There will be a new sportsdirector pretty soon 

TB: also EEF Dressage Working Group will change 

Alan will arrange a meeting with George and he afterwards will also be invited to our next meeting 

If you need a Zoom Link for that Alice can create one – just send the dates to her 



 

- Working out a collective position when voting in the FEI, 

TB: the voting system should be questioned – therefore we also should have a look to other sports 

and need the support of experts and lawyers. 

This is not to be done in short time and also needs a 66,6% approval but we need to start at some 

point and put time and effort into it – long run project 

Alan will also discuss this with George 

- European Championship in England - too many complications (customs documents, passports, 

traffic jams on the border, left side traffic). Let's strive for the organization of main events at CED 

(like in 2022 - EC Pony Strzegom, EC Children & U25 Pilisjaszfalu), 

TB too late to be changed only will be changed if they are not able to do it 

- Is it possible to organize a CDIO for Junior, Pony, Young Rider and Children in 2022 in Mariakalnok 

(or other location in CED)? 

nobody present from HUN this time- postponed but eventually too expensive for Oc´s 

- Five Years of CED, 

Celebration 28th of October at CDI Zakrzow - all are invited  

Additional YS will compare her list of comments for scribes with Daniel Göhlen`s 500 most used 

outcome and try to have a simple list for scribes with the most common comments for not native 

speakers and maybe we also get a second one advanced for 4* and 5* Star judges with the help of 

Native Speakers to improve our comments and use new more specific ones. 

Summary: SMT: changes will not be easy to come but we have to try again and again, not give up and 

try to get as many countries as possible on our side – then the FEI will have to listen 

SMT wishes all a merry Christmas and a happy New Year 

Next CED Meeting end of January, or begin of February 


